Global Compact Screening

The United Nations’ Global Compact encourages businesses to build a more sustainable future by tackling human rights, labor, environmental and corruption challenges. Our Global Compact Screening analyzes companies against this framework to help you to embed these principles into your investment processes.

Our Solution

» 0 – 100 scores measuring a company’s integration of Human Rights, Labor Rights, Environment and Anti-corruption principles
» Comprehensive controversy monitoring and company assessments against these principles
» Screening for involvements in the Global Compact exclusionary criteria: tobacco, landmines and cluster munitions

Use Case

Asset Owners – evaluate the risk exposure of portfolio holdings, identify outliers and engage with management teams to foster investments sustainability

Asset Managers – integrate global ESG standards into your portfolio management risk process

Banks/Insurers – understand ESG exposures of companies as a key component of future return performance

Data Access

» Moody’s proprietary platforms
» FTP, API, Excel

Contact Us

Email: MESG@moodys.com  Twitter: @MoodysESG  ESG Hub: esg.moodys.io
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